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advocacy campaign of the
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On August 18th, 2020, Eric, a little boy with
hydrocephalus, blindness and epilepsy, arrived
in a family in which he was no longer an
abandoned child or an orphan, but a beloved and
pampered child. He had already been thorough
25 operations and the prognosis was very poor,
but none of that mattered in the end. Eric was
valued and loved for who he is, a unique being
created in the image and likeness of God. Eric’s
story was only possible through a long line of
happenings:

Eric’s successful placement required the
involvement of three different child protection
agencies from three different counties in
Romania, all hundreds of kilometers apart.
Affidavits, investigations, and approvals were
sent back and forth between these agencies and
this all right in the darkest days of the pandemic.

In April 2020, family placement restrictions
from Law 1733/2015 were removed through
a case won by ARFO. It was a hard road, but it
culminated with an extraordinary result: foster
care can now be provided by people who do not
belong to the child’s extended family or social
network. Well intentioned people can now help
without restrictions.

Until 2014, Eric’s family did not know almost
anything about raising children with trauma,
but they were able to attend ARFO courses and
seminars, where they asked many questions.
They have had the opportunity to meet with
specialists, adoptive and foster parents and each
time they tried to absorb as much as possible.”

In the first 11 months of Eric’s life, doctors
and nurses at Marie Curie Hospital fought for
his survival, planning and executing the 25
operations mentioned above. Several times they
were sure they had lost him, but miraculously,
he made it through every time.
During his days at the hospital, one of Eric’s
needs was to have people watching over him
day and night. A group of 10 volunteers came
together to insure that Eric was not alone. They
donated their time, loss of sleep, as well as their
resources to be beside this little fellow as he
fought for his life.

Eric’s immunity was weakened, so he was often
ill. Willing mothers donated breast milk for him.
Amazingly, his health began to improve.

Today Eric cries and laughs. He’s held and fed.
Every day he gets to go to therapy. He’s kissed
and loved by his whole family and their friends.
Recently, he has started to babble as if he wants
to say something: sometimes to share his joy
and other times to protest.
This is all possible because many people decided
not to do everything, but to do something. This
is likely the most beautiful expression of who
we are in ARFO: adults working together so that
every “Eric” in our country will have someone to
call MAMA and DADDY. So that every single child
can come HOME.

ALEX ILIE
Executive Director
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2020
WAS BETTER
BECAUSE OF

YOU
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On behalf of the ARFO community,
THANK YOU!
Thank you for believing, together with
us, that every child in România has the
right to a family!
Thank you that in the most unusual
and difficult year, you didn’t just
choose to survive, but much more,
you chose to come alongside at risk
children. You decided to get involved
in creative ways to help children to
experience God’s love.
In this unpredictable year, we were
very encouraged by your generosity.
THANK YOU!

2020 HIGHLIGHTS
We have produced over 40 informative videos about the need of a
child to have a family and about the process of adoption. These are
available online and have over a hundred thousand views.

130 people trained in the care of children who have
experienced trauma

946 people that prayed throughout the year in the
monthly Prayer Chain

With the help of Alliance organizations, over 500 people were informed
and counseled about adoption

2 vulnerable families were helped with construction/renovation
projects

Over 2,000 people present at webinars and
online events
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Over 200 churches involved in Orphan Sunday

ARFO Online Summit “Everyone Can Do Something”, with
over 500 participants

Translating and distributing the book Second Mother

ARFO received the PR Gold Award for the best lobby and advocacy campaign
of the year

24 webinars were held this year

10 parenting brochures were released and a video series containing 5
episodes for parents- “Parenting in a Pandemic”

Law 273 was voted on by the Parliament and approved
by the President
tzubyskids.ro | arfo.ro

Produced a case management course and a support
group guide
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GRUPURILE DE
SUPORT PENTRU
FAMILII ADOPTIVE
ȘI DE PLASAMENT
GHID PRACTIC SERVICII PRE
ȘI POST-ADOPȚIE / PLASAMENT FAMILIAL

“There doesn’t exist just ‘only’ or
‘a little” when we think about the
things that we can do for children
and vulnerable families. God put
something special in each one of
us, something important that we
can contribute, something that can
make a huge difference in the life of
a child.”
Jason Johnson, Author
of “Everyone Can Do Something”
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VISION AND VALUES

Romania Without Orphans Alliance (ALIANȚA ROMÂNIA FĂRĂ ORFANI - ARFO) unites non-governmental
organizations, churches, businesses, and public and private persons with a single goal: the child.
ARFO is part of working groups in the Parliament, offering advisory support for modifying and improving
laws 272 and 273/2004. We are also active members of CAFO (Christian Alliance For Orphans) and WWO
(World Without Orphans).
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OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

Every child in Romania will grow up in a
permanent family, dedicated to their well being.

To mobilize the whole society so that every child
can benefit from love, support, and the security
of belonging to a family.

OUR VALUES
JESUS CHRIST

THE CHURCH

Our motivation, passion, purpose, and approach
is based on His love for people, especially for
children in difficult situations. God adopted us,
and He said that He is the Father of the orphans.

The Christian community, which reflects the
sacrificial love of God, has the mandate to care
for the orphan written in its DNA.

THE CHILD

THE MOVEMENT

Each child has intrinsic value and deserves the
unconditional right to a holistic development.

We believe that reaching our goal can only come
through collaborating and uniting all who share
these values.

THE FAMILY
A healthy family is the best context in which a
child can develop and flourish. The biological
family is the first option. However, when children
lose their biological family, the solution is still
found in another family.

EXCELLENCY
We don’t believe in just getting by with the bare
minimum. Our purpose merits our best efforts
and our children deserve our best care.
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Traditional Approaches are not
solving the global orphan crisis
•

Funders select individual grantees

•

Organizations work separately and compete

•

Corporate and government sectors are
often disconnected from foundations and
non-profits

•

Measurements and evaluations attempt to
isolate a particular organization’s impact

•

Large-scale change is assumed to depend
on scaling organizations

Isolated Impact

Collective impact is a new
paradigm. Multiple players in a
Movement work together to solve
complex problems.
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•

Understanding the social problems - and
their solutions - arise from the interaction of
many organizations within a larger system

•

Cross-sector alignment with government
administrations, non-profit, philanthropic,
and corporate sectors as partners

•

Organizations actively coordinating their
actions and sharing lessons learned

•

Organizations working toward the same
goal and tracking the same measure of
progress

Collective Impact

What should happen to see a
Romania without orphans?
Prevention

1
2
3
4

We strongly believe that, in most cases, the best place for a child is their
biological family. However, many families abandon these children because
of material motivations, finances, or major difficulties. We often find that
the local community can intervene and help prevent the abandonment of the
children.

Lobby & Advocacy

We believe the government should be a support for families that want to adopt.
Because of this, we support the reduction of bureaucracy of the adoption process
and ensure a smooth transition from abandonment to reintegration or adoption.

Promoting Adoption
In the instances where children lose their biological families, the answer is still a
family. We want to see a lot more people opening their arms to children who need
a family.

Training and Support
A child that experienced trauma, even just the separation from his or her
family, needs special care. We want to help educate and support those who
care for these children whether they be an adoptive family or caregivers who
are helping children who are in transition towards a family.
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GABRIEL
Gabriel spent most of his first year of
life in a Bucharest hospital, together
with two other babies that were
abandoned by their parents.
Gabriel has serious health problems
that cause him to breathe through a
tube and to eat through another tube.
He, and the other two babies with
health problems, were assumed to
have zero chances of adoption by the
medical professionals.
But God prepared a family for Gabriel,
one that offers the love and care he
needs. His new family is made up of
two parents and three siblings, two of
whom are also adopted.
Gabriel is not the only child in the
family who needed loving parents in
order to lead a healthy and normal
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life. And it all started with the family’s
desire to show their biological son
what it looks like to lead an authentic
Christian life. “We wanted to preach
by our deeds, not by our words.”
Gabriel still needs physical therapy
every day, special nutrition, diapers,
vitamins, etc. All this is provided
along with an outpouring of love by
those who became his MOTHER and
FATHER.

LOBBY ȘI ADVOCACY
During 2020, part of ARFO’s lobbying efforts were transformed into laws that are now being enforced.
Changes to the Adoption Law 273/2004, voted by the Romanian Parliament and approved by the President
of Romania, will be effective as of March 2021. Among the objectives achieved by ARFO are:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Reducing bureaucracy and the time to declare a child adoptable.Result:
the second round of searching for relatives up to the 4th degree was
eliminated in cases when reintegration is not possible and the file needs
to be submitted to Court to declare a child adoptable.
Nomination of the Case Manager as a responsible function to respect the
deadlines to declare a child adoptable within the legal term (maximum
12 months) as well as the obligation to carry out within this term the
necessary steps for the reintegration of the child with the biological
family.
Responsibility of the executive/general directors of local child
protection offices to monitor on a quarterly basis how the case manager
respects the guidelines by introducing a specific sanction to him/her, if
he/she does not proceed as such.
Extending the maximum age at which a child can be adopted (to 18
years of age).
Raising the level of paid leave an adoptive parent can request for 1 year
to 85% of the average net income achieved in the last 12 months rather
than the fixed allowance of approximately 350 euros.
Eliminating post-adoption monitoring for families who had a child in
foster care 2 years before the approval of adoption.

Important changes for which we continue to lobby
in 2021: The Child Protection Law 272/2004:
• we seek to reduce the degree to which
relatives are sought from the 4th to the 3rd
degree in cases when the biological parents
cannot care for their children
• To allow foster care in families from another
county if there is no family-based option in
the county where the child was taken into the
protection system

•
•
•
•

To restrict residential care exclusively for
children with complete deficiencies
To respect the confidentiality of foster family
personal data,
To prohibit the transit of children from the
family environment to institutional care
To better prepare the biological family for
reintegration by formal counseling and a
monitoring process of 2 years.
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PR GOLD AWARD
Excellence is one of the assumed values of ARFO.
The year 2020 meant a public recognition of
ARFO’s lobbying efforts by the Public Relations
industry. Over 80 top international specialists
in communication and public relations, as well
as agency directors in countries like America,
UK, Germany, Italy, Spain, and Austria analyzed
ARFO’s actions and awarded the Gala’s PR
Award, the Gold Award distinction, for the best
lobbying and advocacy campaign of the year.
The PR Award is the most important event for
recognizing excellence in the field of strategic
communication and public relations in
Romania. The competition has been organized
for 18 years by the Forum for International
Communications, an organization that promotes
excellence and compliance with the ethical and
performance standards of the public relations
profession.
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TRAINING COURSES
Why is training
so important?

1

It is important first and foremost to the adopted
child who comes into a family having faced losses
and sometimes abuses that no child should have
to face.

It is critical that adoptive parents learn the skills they
need to help children to cope with loss, heal from the
past, and grow into healthy adults.

2

It is important to the adoptive family. Sometimes
parenting is a stressful job in and of itself. Training
can help families to thrive and be healthy in spite
of challenging circumstances.

3

It is important to the other 50,000 children currently in child
protective services who need families. The experience of adoptive
families influences others around them. That influence can be for or
against adoption.

Each of these three reasons motivate us to keep moving toward Excellence
in the training we provide so that families can excel in the care that they give.
In this way, every adopted child has the best chance possible to succeed in
love and life.

Wendy Kittlitz, from Waiting to Belong
suggests that
“Even long-time parents need new
skills to effectively parent adopted
children.”
15

HERE IS HOW
WE PROVIDED
TRAINING IN 2020

7

The need for training and support for families
and child protection workers in 2020 called
for more activity, not less.
It required more flexibility and creativity.
ARFO responded to the challenges.

TRAUMA COMPETENT CAREGIVING TRAINING
The ICCT course helps equip both adoptive parents as well as child protection workers to
understand and respond constructively to the needs of children.
We started off the spring with big plans for taking the ICCT course to different regions of
Romania.

TRAUMA COMPETENT CAREGIVER TRAINING (ICCT) AT DGASPC (CHILD
PROTECTIVE SERVICES) IN IASI
The Trauma Competent Caregiver Training for children with
a history of trauma remains a very effective way to help
prepare people to help children better.
Between March 11th and 13th, Corina Caba and
Nathan Burke facilitated this training for 21
psychologists that work within DGASPC
(child protective services) in Iasi. This
was our first official collaboration with
DGASPC in Iasi. The training was well
received and there was openness to
these types of events in the future.
At the end of the course, one of
the psychologists mentioned that
she needs to work more with the
educators to support them and help
them to 1) understand the impact of
trauma on children 2) to teach them how
to apply calming methods for the children 3) to
understand the types of emotional detachment in children and 4) to prepare educators to give children a
voice and to overcome the fear of listening to them.
DGASPC in Iasi has over 3000 children. We are grateful for the opportunity to influence the lives of these
children.
In addition to the DGASPC psychologists, three people from the World Without Orphans community
attended and will now become ICCT trainers.
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By mid-March, Romania was in lock
down and the training team took the ICCT
online:
•

In May - online training for 21 social
workers and psychologists for the
DGASPC Child Protection office in
Botosani.

•

In May, June, and November ICCT
training events were held online for
adoptive families.

•

In October, ICCT training was held for
government foster care providers.

In total, we trained around 121 people
with the ICCT training in 2020 despite the
challenges of COVID.
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WEBINARS

Since we had to stay at home for awhile, we had the
opportunity to do what we normally don’t have time to do.
Because of this, we decided to be facilitators of learning and
help adoptive families and specialists from DGASPC learn
how to work better with children that have gone through
trauma.
So, starting in March, we facilitated 24 webinars,
all of them free to participants and able to
be viewed on Facebook. More than this,
because we believe that offering
information is very important,
they are recorded and
published on our website
and can be used at
any time by those
interested.
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A TRAUMA TRIGGERED
BY...FOOD
Two year old Ionut had come to live
with X and Y six months before this
incident. During that time, he hadn’t
eaten any cabbage rolls.. which he
had often eaten in his previous foster
home.
After being served cabbage rolls at
X and Y’s home, he managed to eat
one but then he began to react. At
first wiggling and fidgeting at the
table, then on the potty demanding
that his mom not leave his side, then
screaming, hitting his head on the
pillow, kicking the wall, and hitting his
mom.
Fortunately, his mom had attended
one of our training events and
remembered a similar scenario that
had been discussed. As a result, rather
than reacting to his reactions, she was
able to see beyond the behavior to the
need.
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“I kept telling him calmly that I was
with him, that this was his house. After
almost an hour, he said to me, “You
my Mama, Not Auntie Mama?” (former
foster parent). I took him in my arms
again, walked between the bedrooms,
chose another book to read and I
reassured him that I loved him. It’s so
painful that from something so simple
[as a cabbage roll] a trauma can be
brought to the surface.
Through the training we offer at ARFO,
we want to equip parents to help their
children go through trauma and loss
to reach healing and hope.

PROMOTING ADOPTIONS
In 2020, the message of adoption reached hundreds
of thousands of people through online platforms,
either by participating in webinars or by viewing
various videos or written articles on both ARFO’s
website and Facebook page.
On the first Saturday of each month, we organized
a prayer chain for the orphans in Romania. This
means that 946 people joined us in praying for
Romania’s orphans in 2020.

Orphan Sunday (November 8th) is a global
movement that wants to see the church rise to
the Biblical mandate to care for the orphans
and most vulnerable.
This year we challenged the churches in
Romania to allocate a special time to
ask what is SOMETHING that each of
us can do for children without families.
In this way, we have facilitated the
promotion of adoption in over 200
churches and Christian communities.

June 2nd- National Adoption Day
What better occasion to celebrate adoption than
National Adoption Day? And what better way to tell
others about adoption?
For the National Adoption Day, we made a dedicated
site, ziuaadoptiei.ro, where we shared stories about
children without families and about some families
that have taken these children into their homes.
We made a special video to promote the campaign,
which had over 2,200 shares and had hundreds of
thousands of views.
The impact of the campaign showed us that we
are at a time when many people are concerned
about children without families, and we hope that
as they become more informed, they will take steps
to take children into their families.
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ANTONIA’S STORY
In July, Eric, together with his dad, went to the
Robanescu Recovery Center for two weeks.
Hospitalizations, medications, consultations,
needles and shots, doctors and nurses..a full
plate before them plus all of this in conditions
where masks are required.
In the hospital room together with Eric was a
little girl, Antonia, also one-year-old, who was
very sick: epilepsy and microcephaly. Unable
to cry, she often only whimpered a little when
adults administered treatments to her, turned to
the other side, or sucked in secretions from her
mouth. She was fed through a tube and never
retained anything. From time to time, though
barely perceived, her eyes seemed to tell a sad
story of an abandoned child that didn’t meet the
expectations of others who had given her life.
Every day, the medical staff had an interesting
reaction: they marveled at how good Eric looked
now and how bad Antonia looked. Six months ago
they had been roommates in the hospital room,
both fighting for their lives.
One of the nurses, expressing surprise once
again, ended sadly: “What can you do? Some
are destined for life and others for death.” These
words pierced the heart of Eric’s father and he
couldn’t forget it: “But if we could only find a
family for her! Who should I talk to? There has to
be someone else that would see Antonia as being
more than just being imperfect.”
On the way home, Eric’s dad shared this story
with his friends, Ovidiu and Cristina. All three of
them had tears in their eyes when they thought
about how a child deserves more. Cristina
especially. Their home already
had 3 children from 4-8
years old and she
knew how much
a child needs
hugs, kisses,
baths, and
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just simply.. love.
The following night, Cristina could not sleep.
“Some are destined for life and some are destined
for death” were the words that kept her awake.
How will Antonia be alone in the hospital? Is there
anyone there to hug her? How does this little one
feel? Cristina woke up Ovidiu and together they
made one of the most important decisions of their
life.
The next morning, they called Eric’s father and
told him that they want to adopt Antonia into their
family. “We want to offer her the hospitality of our
home for as much time as God allows. We want
to bless her and to take care of her, to love her
for what she is: a unique, precious creation of our
Lord.”
What followed were visits to the hospital, the
DGASPC (social services), the center where
she was, and then to court. They had to fill out
documents, certificates, recommendations, files,
etc. Countless prayers were prayed for this little
girl. This all culminated on one sunny day in
November when Antonia went home. Neighbors,
friends, families – everybody celebrated.
For Ovidiu, Cristina, and Antonia, the adventure
has just begun. No one can predict exactly how
her health will change – she may die in a few
months or she may recover.
One thing is certain- Antonia will
be loved and protected, nothing
will break the love her parents
have for her.

PROMOTING ADOPTION
Facebook
This year, Facebook was a huge help in distributing
information. It was a platform of exposure for
webinars, for videos to raise awareness of the
situation of orphans in Romania, for series about
parenting, etc.
The Facebook page, Alianța România Fără Orfani
(Romania Without Orphans) had an increase of
about 60% in the number of followers and the video
content produced this year gathered 12 times more
views than the previous year.

May 15th is International Family Day. We
celebrate this each year, and last May we
organized an online event including a
psychologist, a past beneficiary of the
protection system and an adoptive
family. Each of them, from their
own perspective, emphasized the
importance and role of the family.

Parenting in a Quarantine series
Our first resource to be widely distributed
and disseminated was Anda Mogos’ series
on “Parenting in a Quarantine.” Immediately
after the state of emergency was declared,
we asked Anda to film several short videos
about parenting in the context of isolation. The
videos were 4-5 minutes and contained the
most useful things a parent needs to know
in isolation. They were a real success,
viewed by thousands and distributed by
hundreds of people.
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PREVENTION

A family for every child- this is a way to put ARFO’s dream
into words. Still, whenever possible, we believe the biological
family is the very best place for children. With this purpose we
invest in the prevention of child abandonment. This year we
especially invested in two families. We’ll call them Family M
and Family V.

Family M has 8 children, all of them
under child protection in one way
or another. Four have been living
at a placement center. The family
made innumerable visits to see their
children at the placement center. The
problem that was keeping them there
was inadequate living conditions at their
home. More specifically, the house only
had 2 rooms and a hall that doubled as
a kitchen.

bathroom
room with electricity.
In addition to the material
assistance, we also
want to see the M family prospering in their personal
lives, so we’re offering them many different types
of help. Our hope is that in 2021 we’ll see all the
M family children living at home with their
parents and siblings.
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We made a commitment, together
with Missio Dei Church and
Bucharest International Church,
to build an additional room and a
for the M family, and to supply that

Family V has 4 children and they were living
with some members of their extended
family. When the husband left to work
outside of România, his pregnant life
along with their then 3 children had
to move to an unfinished house
in her home village. The house
had one single room and
when the wind blew, they
couldn’t keep the room
warm. From their
own efforts, they
managed to buy
4 pallets of brick
and they poured
a foundation.
We decided to
support
them
in
construction,
and, together with
Holy
Trinity
Church
in Bucharest and another
partner agency of ARFO’s, we
helped them build two new rooms in
which they moved in December. We estimate that
this new arrangement will require half the wood and yet be twice as warm.

“Every child is an adult away from
being a success story”
John Shipp
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ARFO 2020 SUMMIT

“Everyone can do something”

SUMMIT
The ARFO Summit is the central event
in the area of adoptions. 2020 was the
“online year” so we held a virtual event
with the theme, “Everyone Can Do
Something!”
This message penetrated the minds of
the participants and the main criticism
they gave was that the conference was
“too short.”

Here’s the way the conference looked in numbers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 500 participants
58 social workers
24 representatives from Romanian Child Protection
from 11 counties
45 locations were represented
23 counties were represented
8 workshops
6 countries represented (Romania, Ukraine, USA,
Moldova, Belgium, and the UK)

Putting the Summit in quotes:

“We know that institutionalization is harmful for all children, regardless of their age. At the same
time, foster care can produce significant trauma because foster care was meant to be a short
term solution. Every time we move a child, we break attachments, increase instability, and create
another trauma for the child. Only a few people can take a child in their home, but even the
smallest acts of help, kindness, resources, and emotional support at a critical time, are valuable
and have a large impact.”
Krish Kandiah, director of Home for Good
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“The principle of continuity in care is something that is not only proven by literature, but is
also a natural thing. If there is a real and solid intention of adoption by the respective family (or
fostering), it is desirable that this happens. I don’t support the idea of foster care for an indefinite
amount of time or without serious intention by the family. Adoption means more than foster care
and more than care and affection. It’s beneficial and natural to pursue continuity in care of the
child.”
Mădălina Turza, President ANDPDCA(National Authority for the Rights of People with
Disabilities, Children and Adoption)

“There are many countries in the world where orphanages close and children are brought
into families. We have over 7 million families in Romania. If there was a real change in mentality
and mobilization at a national level, all the children would have a family. It all starts with the
10,000 children that enter the system every year. We at ARFO invest in both prevention and
intervention because every child has the right to a family dedicated to their well being.”
Liviu Mihăileanu, Președinte ARFO

“Christianity is more than singing, reading the Bible, going to church, and giving some money. It
is about how you live your life, if you are aware of those in need. If your life is focused on meeting
your own needs or if you prioritize the needs of others.”
Krish Kandiah, director of Home for Good

Feedback from the Participants
“I want to support adoptive
families that I know.”
“ I will get involved with
preventing abandonment.”

“I want to address the issue
of adoption in my family.”

“I’m thinking of helping a
child in an orphanage.”
“I decided to pray for the
children in the system,
for the authorities and for
ARFO.”
“I dedicated that next year
I’ll apply for adoption.”

“I want to listen more to
children.”

“I want to spend more time
with children from the
system and inspire those
around me to get involved
with volunteering.”
“I want to talk more about
adoption.”

“I want to propose to my
church that we should
organize Orphan Sunday
this year.”
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Maybe the most emotional testimony come from Adriana’s post
on Facebook:

“The ARFO Summit took place online this year. This year’s theme was “everyone can
do something.”
When we started to talk about adoption, neither my husband nor I knew where to start and
there were so many unknowns. The first AFRO event in which I participated kept me with
a handkerchief and tears in my eyes. We were getting answers, and wow, what wonderful
answers! We then participated in two other summits (one in Cluj and another in Bucharest),
and we were excited about going with our children to the Summit in 2020. But this year the
children are at their grandparents and we are sitting on the couch in the living room with
our laptops in our arms...and still I have that handkerchief in my hand.
Alongside the courses, conferences, books, camps, and training events, Alianta Romania
Fara Orfani wants to (and is also taking steps) change the legislation. ARFO is a big umbrella
for many organizations and churches that have the same goal: for every child to benefit
from love, support, and security of belonging to a family.
All of this needs money. There are still 50,000 children in the system. Not everyone needs
to adopt, but everyone can do something. Donations on ARFO’s site can be done easily:
https://www.romaniafaraorfani.ro/doneaza/
The greatest dream of every child is a family. Let’s give a helping hand to those that are
helping them.
“The time for action is now. It’s never too late to do something.” Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

“There are times when the process
of adoption is exhausting and painful
and makes you want to scream. But
from what I understand, so is birth.”
Scott Simon
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EMA
The theme of this year’s summit was “Everyone
Can Do Something”. When everyone does
something and collaborates with others, miracles
happen.
Unfortunately, in some of the communities in our
country, the girls are not allowed to go to school
and are obligated to be married at 12 years old.
This same thing happened last year.
We were called by the Child Protection
representatives in this county (we’ve had a good
collaboration with them for a few years), and
they asked us to help them find a family for a girl
because they hadn’t been able to find one.
Ema is 14 years old and is of Roma ethnicity. Her
dad died two years ago, and she was the one who
found him. He had been killed by moneylenders
to whom he owed money.
Last year, Ema’s family (her mom and uncles)
decided to not let her go to school anymore
and that she should marry. It seemed like
they were going to receive some money
based on this arrangement. Ema did not
want to do this and said that she loved
school and wanted to keep learning.
They locked her in the house and
began preparations for the wedding.
Through a miracle, Ema managed
to run away to the Child Protection
Services. After several investigations,
they found that what Ema said was true
and instituted a measure of protection
over her.

Unfortunately, her family did not give up, and they
put pressure on them to take Ema home.
When we received the phone call from Child
Protection, we instantly promised to find her a
family. Right away, we began to ask people that
we knew of in the area where she lives. Ana came
to our mind, a 27 year old IT worker who came to
the Summit and told us that she was seriously
thinking of adoption and that she was praying
about this. Her dilemma had to do with a child’s
age and the fact that she was single. She could
not take care of a small child and she wondered if
she, alone, would be enough.
When we called Ana about Ema’s situation, she
said “YES!” instantly.
After several visits, documentation, evaluation,
and training, in the middle of December, Ema
came home to Ana. She’s in the 8th grade and
she has a lot to catch up on in exams, but they
both are determined to fight for this together.
Ema wants to become a policewoman
in order to protect and help other
vulnerable children.
For us, this is an extraordinary
story of collaboration between
the
government,
Child
Protection, the church, and an
NGO. This is the story of ARFO
unfolding before us in our
country: adults collaborating
together so a child can follow
their dreams!
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RESOURCES
Book - Second Mother
We’re in a good routine of offering a new book each year as a
resource for the journey of adoptive and foster parents. This
year we had the book, Second Mother translated. The book
speaks about the ways in which God brings children and
families together, through adoptions
and fostering. This subject is seen
through the lens of multiple stories
from Scripture and personal
experiences.
Jodi Jackson Tucker wrote this
book inspired by her own journey
including both joys and heart-wrenching
experiences, as a mom of 8 children, most
of them added to the family through adoption.
Jodi’s love for her children and her passion that
all children have a family shines through her life. The
role of a “second mother” is, certainly, a path that has
many ups and downs.
In Second Mother, Jodi reminds us that the experiences of fostering
and adoption start with a tragedy and a broken heart. But Scripture tells us,
as well, about how the adopted children have become heroes of the faith.

Parenting Brochures
How can you be a good parent in a time of anxiety? How can you be a good parent when you’re having
to spend lots of extra time with your children? How can you help a child or a parent deal with stressful
moments?
These are just some of the most powerful questions asked by parents from
around the world this year. Since we want to come alongside
families and since we have access to many quality resources
through our networks, we’ve decided to invest in
translation and creation of materials relevant to
families.
We’ve translated 10 brochures about
parenting and specifically parenting
adopted children which we hope
will help families to be better
environments for raising and
developing children.
They are in a PDF format
available on the ARFO site.
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GRUPURILE DE
SUPORT PENTRU
FAMILII ADOPTIVE
ȘI DE PLASAMENT
GHID PRACTIC SERVICII PRE
ȘI POST-ADOPȚIE / PLASAMENT FAMILIAL

Support Group Guide
Adoptive parents need support. Often
the best support comes from other
adoptive parents. In order to see
growth in the number of families
that benefit from this support, we
launched a guide to support groups
together with Tzuby’s Kids.
It’s found on the ARFO site and can be
downloaded for free.

Online Training in Case Management
Online case management training is available for
free, in the form of taped videos. It goes through
essential elements of which a case manager
must understand. It’s designed for specialists
in Child Protective Services (Direcțiilor de
Asistență Socială și Protecția CopiluluiDGASPC). The training was created
by Liviu Mihăileanu, from ARFO,
Ana Rădulescu and Adela Șetet,
from CFCECAS, and through
contributions by Dr. Amanda
Howards, professor at Samford
University.
“From the technical point of
view, we know what we have to
do in case management because
we are guided by legislation and
standards. But case management has
an important component, that of professional
practice. This training touches on the essential points
for the case manager to orient themselves with. Case management is not a static process, administered
by the professional alone, but it includes the children, parents, and other specialists. The child must be
involved in the case management process.” (Ana Rădulescu)
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ARFO ONLINE
New website
New circumstances brought with them
new habits- new methods of interacting
with people and new methods of
communication.
In order for ARFO to increase its
impact in 2020, we have invested
a lot of time and energy online.
The new ARFO site is meant
to be an easier and friendlier
environment for interested
and passionate people for
adoption- to gain information,
consultation, motivation, and
inspiration.
The new site offers easy access to
a considerable library of resources in
electronic format. This easy access is available for
users, from people curious about adoption to specialists in
the field.

OTHER EVENTS
Gift Game
The first major shock of the Covid-19 pandemic was the
declared state of emergency. From one day to the next,
we found ourselves unable to offer many of our
services, at least not many that we had done
before. As we’ve all discovered, it’s hard to
stay just at home. But we realized very
quickly, that it must be much harder to
not have a home.
We learned that one of the biggest
challenges for those in the orphanages
was to keep children busy inside, so we
started a campaign to collect toys and games
for children in orphanages.
We managed to send 38 boxes of toys and
games to 25 orphanages, in 11 counties,
with the help of people that decided
to make life a little more beautiful for
children without families.
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“There are no “hard to adopt” children
but instead, “hard to find” families”
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CHURCH
STUDY

To identify how adoption is practiced in non-protestant believers in
Romania, ARFO conducted a study among 104 non-protestant churches in
Romania. The general objective of the study was to find out to what extent
adoption is a practical component of the faith lives of church members in
the non-protestant churches in Romania.

THE PRACTICE OF ADOPTION
IN NON-PROTESTANT
CHURCHES IN ROMANIA

104 churches from 37
counties were represented
18,075 members with 90%
national coverage

YES 29.8%

The percentage of churches where the
theology of adoption was preached

NO 70.2%
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Follow the example of another person because
they thought it was a good idea

16.67%

They saw specific needs for adopting a child
that they knew

20.37%

They believe that it’s an expression of the
Gospel and a calling by God

25.93%

They could not have children

Motivations for families within
the church to adopt

50%

They are afraid that the child will leave when
they grow up and return to their biological
parents

10.58%

They are afraid of the negative spiritual
influence that an adopted child will bring into
the family

11.54%

They are afraid that they will not love this child
the same as their biological child(ren)

24.04%

They are afraid of financial difficulties (27%)

27.88%

They don’t know the process to adopt in
Romania

41.35%

They are afraid of the excessive bureaucracy
through the child protection system

42.31%

They have never thought about this

46.15%

The main obstacles to families in
the church being open to adoption

Conclusion
We don’t have a different
culture of adoption
than the national
population

70% of the churches did not
preach about the theology
of adoption
and the fact that adoption is
an expression of the gospel

Involvement in related
fields increases the
chances of having more
families involved in
adoption and foster care
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FINANCIAL REPORT 2020
$31.740 - Individual donations

$22.048 - Board members

Total entries 2020
$81.934
$944 - Affiliate members

$9.209 - Churches

$17.993 - Grants

$24.609 - Training
$14.263 - Summit

$7.307 - Involvement in the Republic of
Moldova

Total exits 2020
$84.315
$7.307 - Prevention

$7.938 - Lobby & Advocacy
$22.891 - Promoting adoption
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2021 OBJECTIVES
In 2021 ARFO aims for:

• 12 trainings on Trauma Competent
Caregiving
• 2 Trainings on Adolescents and
Trauma
• 15 webinars about the impact of
trauma and effective ways of care
• 15 informative webinars
adoption and foster care

about

• Organizing 3 Refresh therapeutic
camps for 100 adoptive families and
their children (if the situation allows)
• Assisting at least 10 at-risk families so
that they can keep their children and
at least 10 churches to be educated
and start the Family Matters program
(training for at-risk families)
• Design and implementation of a ARFO
parenting course
• Increase the number of local networks
in 20 counties and consolidating them
• Creating new adoption resources that
include:
• Translating a book
• Adding new training
• Development of pre-adoption and
post-adoption guides
• 20 new video clips with
testimonies of adoptive families,
and other resources to promote
adoption

• Orphan Sunday- involvement of over
300 churches to organize Orphan
Sunday
• ARFO Summit - preparing the 8th
edition of the ARFO Summit (online)
• Moldova Summit - assisting in the
3rd edition of the Moldova Without
Orphans Summit
• June 2nd- National Adoption Day
• Law 272 to be voted by the Parliament
and approved by the President
• Reducing the degree to what
relatives are sought, from 4th to
3rd degree
• Express provision that familial
foster care can be done in another
county
• Restricting residential placement
to children with complete
deficiencies, and not just for any
degree of disability
• Respect the confidentiality of
foster care families personal data
• Prohibit the transit of children
from the family environment
to institutional care, as well as
the preparation of reintegration
(including formal counseling)
• Monitor the biological family, in
the cases of reintegration, for 2
years, rather than 6 months
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PARTNERS
Alianța România Fără Orfani (ARFO) este afiliată
la Christian Alliance for Orphans (CAFO) și World
Without Orphans (WWO)

ARCHWAY
ROMANIA

Casa Speranța
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COLLABORATORS
ORGANISATION

CHURCHES
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Asociația
ALIANȚA ROMÂNIA FĂRĂ ORFANI
CIF 32741584
Jud Mures, Loc. Sancraiu de Mures
Banca UniCredit Bank
RON: RO69BACX0000000946521001
EUR: RO42BACX0000000946521002
USD: RO15BACX0000000946521003
romaniafaraorfani.ro/en/donate

